Abstract-In this paper, we present a novel iterative (turbo) receiver with tunable complexity for reliable detection of (uncoded) payload data transmitted over long intersymbol interference (ISI) channels affected by crosstalk, as those typically encountered in emerging HDSL2 services standardized by ANSI T1.418 recommendation. The proposed receiver combines in an original way "minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimation principle," "turbo-processing principle" and "crosstalk-prediction principle" for achieving both suboptimal maximum a posteriori probability channel equalization and reliable soft-mitigation of ISI tail plus crosstalk. More in detail, according to the turbo-processing principle, at each iteration suitable extrinsic informations are extracted from the equalizing and interference-canceling modules and are used as "a priori information" for the next iteration.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE GROWING demand for new multimedia residential services experienced in these last years requires broadband wired techniques for acceding to Internet so that HDSL systems are currently the focus of technical and marketing trials [1] , [2] , [5] - [7] . Since the ultimate goal of these wired access systems is to supply large populations of residential and business customers with on-line services as, for example, video-conference, LAN interconnection, electronic commerce, Intranet/Extranet access [1, Chap. 2] , and standards development for second-generation HDSL (HDSL2) systems began for providing full-duplex services at about 1.6 Mb/s by exploiting only one pair of wires of the existing residential copper-cable plant [26] . At these high transmitting rates, ISI and crosstalk tend to deeply degrade quality-of-service (QoS) offered to the customers [18] . Therefore, at the present, an increasing demand Manuscript received December 15, 2000 ; revised April 8, 2001 and June 6, 2001 .
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is experienced for enhanced modems which outperform those currently used in HDSL1 systems [1, Chap. 7] , [11] - [13] . Although in these environments the optimal receiver minimizing the symbol-error-probability is the so-called symbol-by-symbol maximum a posteriori probability (SbS-MAP) equalizer [6] , [17] , unfortunately its implementation complexity grows (at least) exponentially with the length of the channel impulse response [17] so that its utilization in DSL applications is out of discussion ( [1] , Chap. 7), [6] , [7] , [21] . However, the excellent performance achieved by iterative decoding of turbocodes [9] , [10] has encouraged the application of iterative architectures to other receiving schemes (see, for example, [14] and references therein). In [19] the taxonomy "turbo processing principle" has been introduced for denoting these architectures which, by fact, approximate optimal MAP detector and may be effectively used for improving performance of concatenated-type receivers [19] . The goal of this contribution is to present a novel low-complexity iterative (e.g., turbo) detector for links affected by long ISI and heavy crosstalk. Toward this end, we resort to a Bayesian approach for combining "minimum mean square error (MMSE) (nonlinear) estimation principle," "turbo-processing principle" [13] and feedback-based "crosstalk-prediction principle" [20] in order to develop an iterative detector with tunable complexity approximating the optimal SbS-MAP one. Roughly speaking, the proposed TD is the cascade of two soft-in/soft-output (SISO) modules. The first one is a reduced-state MAP equalizer which exploits the "prediction principle" [20] for mitigating crosstalk, while the second module relies on an application of the "MMSE estimation principle" for achieving reliable soft-cancellation of crosstalk plus ISI tail. The performance loss arising from splitting the optimal SbS-MAP equalizer into the cascade of the mentioned modules is mitigated via exchange of soft-informations in form of a posteriori probabilities (APPs), MMSE (nonlinear) estimates and related observation-depending error covariances. The tunable-complexity feature of the proposed TD allows the achievement of desired complexity versus performance tradeoff.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After modeling the considered HDSL link in Section II, the proposed TD is developed in Section III and its computational aspects are debated in Section IV. The performance results and numerical comparisons of Section V confirm that the developed TD outperforms both conventional MMSE-decision-feedback equalizers (DFEs) and Tomlinson-Harashima Precoders on typical ANSI-standard test-loops and it may able to provide QoS appropriate for emerging HDSL systems like, for example, Conexant's ZipWire [26] .
II. MODELING OF THE CONSIDERED SYSTEM
The block diagram of the considered HDSL-type baseband communication system linking a subscriber unit (SU) to the corresponding central official (CO) is drawn in Fig. 1 . The sequence is the transmitted pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM)-modulated 1 payload stream which is composed by -spaced independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean symbols with variance , which take values on an assigned -ary (unidimensional) constellation A . After pulse-shaping performed by the transmitting filter , the resulting signal crosses a copper line of length (km) described by the corresponding frequency response (see Fig. 1 ) where it is also corrupted by near-end crosstalk (NEXT)
, far-end crosstalk (FEXT)
, and additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) . By assuming crosstalks due to a multiplicity of independent interfering users which access to their transmission lines in an asynchronous fashion and benefit of the same type of service, 2 [4] . The process in Fig. 1 is a zero-mean stationary AWGN whose two-sided power spectral density typically ranges around 110 dBmW/Hz and accounts for the receiving thermal noise plus residual echo after cancellation (see [1, Ch. 7] ), [18] for additional details on this topic).
Hence, after receiver filtering and baud-rate sampling, the resulting received sequence can be modeled as (3) where is the part of depending on the transmitted data, is the -sampled version of the overall impulse-response F F accounting for the cascade of the transmitting, receiving, and channel filters, 3 and the integer is the length of in multiple of the signaling-period . Furthermore, from the outset it follows that in (3) is the baud-rate sampled stationary zero-mean Gaussian random sequence generated by the above described crosstalks and AWGN . Therefore, its autocorrelation sequence (a.c.s.) can be, by fact, numerically evaluated by sampling the inverse Fourier transform of the spectral density of the residual disturbance present at the output of the receiving filter in accordance to the following relationship:
Now, (4) points out that the disturbance in (3) can be split in the summation of three independent contributions as (5) where , and are the baud-rate sampled versions of the disturbances after receiving filtering. Thus, we may define three corresponding signal-to-disturbance ratios whose actual values dictate the performance of the overall communication system of Fig. 1 (see numerical plots of Section V). The first one is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per -ary transmitted symbol which can be numerically evaluated as 4 (6) The second and third ratios are the signal-to-NEXT ratio (SNER) and the signal-to-FEXT ratio (SFER) per -ary 3 F denotes the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) operator. 4 Since typical values of T for HDSL2 applications range from 1.25 s to 1.8 s [5] - [7] , the above defined sequence fw(n)g is, by fact, almost white and then its a.c.s. may be well modeled as
where (k) is the Kronecker delta. transmitted symbol which, according to [4] , are numerically computable as
An examination of (6)- (8) leads to the conclusion that, while the SNR in (6) can be improved by increasing the average power P of the transmitted signal, this is not possible for SNER and SFER which are independent of the transmitted power. Furthermore, the analysis carried out in [4] also unveils that and decrease for increasing values of the loop-length and signal-rate so that high-throughput HDSL2-type applications employing long loops are deeply impaired by crosstalk phenomena (see Section V).
III. THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED TURBO-DETECTOR
After indicating as the received sequence in (3) up to the th signaling period, let us assume that a decision-delay (in multiple of ) is tolerable in the detection process (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, the optimal detector minimizing the symbol-error-probability (SEP)
is the MAP one [16] , [17] which, in principle, outputs the payload detected stream according to the (usual) MAP rule [16] , [17] (9)
Unfortunately, since the computational load per received symbol of the MAP detector implementing the above decision rule is at least proportional to ([17] , Table I and references therein) and, in addition for typical HDSL2 services, the length of the sampled impulse response of the loop is of the order of several tens [1] , [2] , [4] , [7] , [8] , a direct implementation of the MAP receiver for the considered application environments is not feasible.
For this reason, we propose to split the receiver into the cascade of two SISO low complexity modules which attempt to compute the MAP detected stream in (9) in an iterative (that is, turbo) fashion. Basically, the first module implements a reduced-state MAP equalizer which handles only the first out of the total number of the channel impulse response coefficients while the second module is a nonlinear MMSE recursive estimator which attempts to mitigate the degrading effects induced by the combination of ISI tail plus crosstalk . Furthermore, similarly to the conventional Predictive Noise DFEs (PDFEs) [20] , [21] , in the proposed iterative detector a linear Wiener-like MMSE prediction of the current disturbance is carried out at the beginning of the first iteration in order to white the disturbing sequence and then to enhance the reliability of the soft-statistics generated by the first iteration of the TD.
Before entering in the detailed analytical description of the proposed receiver, in the following section we introduce some useful notations related to the link model in (3).
A. Some Preliminary Results About the Channel Model
As in [22] and references therein, for developing a reducedstate equalizer whose MAP section handles only the first channel impulse response coefficients we begin to rewrite the relationship in (3) in the following equivalent forms: (10) (11) where and are the partial vector impulse responses of the channel, while A and A are the corresponding channel-state vectors. 5 Hence, the term in (11) is the ISI tail and represents the overall disturbance to be mitigated. In addition, the -variate substate random series A is a first-order stationary Markov chain that may assume the outcomes corresponding to the -long ordered subsequences of data symbols defined as (12) ( A in (12) denotes the th scalar component of the th outcome allowed to the channel-state ). Therefore, the vectors defined in (12) can be gathered in the corresponding mapping matrix while from the outsets it follows that the Markov chain evolves as the state of a standard -long right-shift register so that, from a statistical point of view, this last is fully described by the corresponding transition probability matrix ( [23] , and references therein). Now a reduced-state MAP equalizer working with a decisiondelay set to the memory length of the "shortened" channel impulse-response 6 outputs the detected payload sequence according to the MAP rule (13) where the APPs of the payload symbol can be collected in the following -variate APP vector: (14) About the evaluation of (14) we note that an application of the Total Probability Theorem allows us to relate the APPs in (14) to those of the reduce-state of the channel via the relationship [23] , [24] ( 15) where A A , is the subset of built up by the outcomes with the th scalar element equal to the constellation symbol . Therefore, the computation of the -variate vector composed by the APPs of the channel substate suffices for generating the detected payload stream in (13) . The goal of the iterative detector presented in the next section is to deliver a reliable approximation of the above APP vector according to the above cited turbo-processing principle [19] . However, as previously anticipated, in the first iteration the proposed TD attempts to remove the correlation present in the crosstalk sequence via a "prediction-noise" mechanism. This last requires that at the beginning of the th cycle the computation of the MMSE linear prediction of the current disturbing sample is carried out. This task can be accomplished via the usual Wiener-type relationship D (16) where the integer is the length of the employed predictor and the -variate vector D is composed by the previous disturbing samples which are assumed available at the receiver. 7 Furthermore, a (standard) 6 In principle, decision-delays D exceeding (L 0 1) could be also considered. However, simulation results and analytical bounds ( [23] , [24] and references therein) support the conclusion that at medium/high SNRs delays D of the order of the memory length of the "shortened" impulse response h generally suffice for providing reliable performance. Hence, since emerging HDSL2 systems demand for limited processing delays [2] , [5] , [6] , in this contribution we directly focus on the case D = L 0 1. 7 The rationale behind this assumption and its actual validity limits will be debated in deep in the following Section III-E. application of the usual "principle of orthogonality" allows us to compute the -variate vector of the coefficients of the Wiener-predictor in (16) as (17) where is the usual Toeplitz-type matrix built up by the first lags of the a.c.s. in (4) . The corresponding error variance for the resulting MMSE estimate can be evaluated on the basis of the above vector as (18) which can be computed off-line (directly) on the basis of the a.c.s.
in (4) of the disturbing sequence. As detailed in Section III-B, both and are employed in the first iteration of the proposed turbo detection procedure.
B. First Iteration for the Proposed Turbo Detector
Let be the th observation (see Fig. 2 ). Hence, by resorting to a suitable generalization of the Bayesian approach pursued, for example, in ( [16] and [17] and references therein), it can be proved that the APP vector of the channel substate generated by the proposed TD at the end of the first iteration can be computed according to the relationships shown in the equation at the bottom of the next page 8 where and in (22) are computed as in (16) and (18) while in (20) and in (21) are the nonlinear MMSE estimate of the above defined channel substate and the corresponding observation-dependent error covariance matrix. Therefore, by exploiting the structure of the above defined mapping matrix it can be easily proved that the MMSE estimate of the channel substate at the end of the first iteration is given by (25) while the available MMSE estimate for the term affecting observation (11) simply equates the sum of the estimates and in (16) and (20) of the disturbance and ISI-tail and then we can write (26) According to the pursued Bayesan approach [16] , [17] , this last estimate is removed from the observation in the numerator of (22) while the corresponding error covariance is employed as a "normalizing factor" at the denominator of (22) . Furthermore, in agreement with the general "turbo-processing principle" stated in [19] , in our case the APP vector in (19) and the MMSE estimates in (25) and (26) are the soft-statistics generated by the first iteration which will be used as "a priori information" (in the sense of [19] ) in the second iteration of the turbo-detection process (see Fig. 2 ). 8 About the adopted notation, 1 in (9), (24) indicates the N -variate (column) vector composed by unit elements while diagf (1; 1) ; . ..; (N 1; 1)g in (23) denotes the N 2 N diagonal matrix with the elements f (1;1) ; . ..; (N ; 1)g disposed along the main diagonal. Furthermore, the N components of the vector 5 (n j n 0 1) in (19) are the APPs of the channel substate (n) evaluated on the basis of the observation r received up to (n 0 1)th cycle.
Before proceeding, it is worthwhile to note that in deriving (24) we have introduced a Gaussian approximation about the pdf of the ISI tail conditioned on the received record and then we have evaluated via (20) and (21) the resulting observation-dependent first and second-order moments of this pdf. Argumentations based on the central limit theorem support the conclusion that such a kind of approximation is reasonably met for large values of as those typically encountered in high-throughput HDSL applications (see the numerical results of Section V).
C. The Iterative (Turbo) Processing
After completing the first iteration as previously detailed in Section III-B, goal of additional iterations is to improve the reliability of the estimate for converging to a decision statistic close as most as possible to the "noiseless" one [see (11) ]. Since the effect of and are superimposed in the available observed sample, improvement in the estimate of dictates for more reliable estimate of the channel substate which, in turns, requires to refine the corresponding APP vector [see (25) ]. Hence, after indicating as , the estimate of achieved at the end of th iteration, according to the guidelines of [19] and resorting to the so called Newton's method for the minimization of (U-convex) penalty functions we get at the following soft-statistics based iterative relationship for updating the estimate of at the th iteration 9 :
(27) 9 The valuesz (n); (n) for initiating the iteration (27) are given by the above (25) , (26) .
where is a step-size and denotes the estimate of available from the previous th iteration. Hence, the refined estimate replaces in (22) for updating the terms and the resulting diagonal matrix is introduced in (24) in place of for computing the refined APP vector . Finally, at the end of the iteration this last is employed in (25) for obtaining the resulting (improved) estimate of .
D. Adaptive Stopping of the Iterative Process
The described iterative processing may be stopped when a specified maximum number of iterations is reached or a suitable stopping criterion is met. For block-oriented turbo-decoding applications as those considered in [9] , it has been verified that an effective stopping criterion consists in monitoring the Kullback divergence (also referred to as "cross-entropy") between consecutive APP vectors so to stop the iterative process when this last falls below a suitably assigned threshold [9, Section III-D] . Unfortunately, we have experienced that this stopping criterion is not so effective in symbol-oriented turbo-detecting applications as those here considered where performance loss is essentially due to error-propagation phenomena induced by poor estimates of the disturbance in (11) . Hence, in principle, an attractive stopping criterion may consist in the computation of the (squared) Euclidean distances [see (27) ] and in order to stop the turbo processing when (that is, when the updated estimate of is less reliable than the previous one ). Obviously, the actual value of the disturbance is not available at the receiver; however, we have experienced that at medium/high SNRs a good index of the relative reliabilities of the estimates is given by the corresponding (squared) Euclidean distances from the current observation so that we may stop the iterative process when the condition is met. Furthermore, for limiting the number of iterations number carried out by the turbo processor, we may introduce in the above inequality a (positive) "doping-factor" in order to continue the turbo procedure only when the condition is satisfied. In fact, we have ascertained via numerical simulations that values of as small as 0.1 allow us to drastically reduce the iterations carried out by our TD without substantial performance loss (see Section V).
Therefore, on the basis of the previous considerations the proposed iterative processing for refining the initial estimates (25) , (26) of and generated by the first iteration can be summarized with the following pseudocode 10 :
For to (28) If (28.1) 10 At the kth iteration the dummy variablez (n) in (28) 
else "Stop iterative process;" end end.
After completing the iterative process, the detection of the current payload symbol takes place as detailed in the Section III-E. The block-diagram of Fig. 3 illustrates the basic architecture of the TD defined by the above pseudocode which results to be composed by the cascade of two soft-in/soft-out modules. In particular, according to the "turbo processing principle" [9, Section II], [10, Section V], [19] , the soft-statistics and at the inputs of the "APPs computer" and "disturbance estimator" of Fig. 3 play the role of Extrinsic Informations generated by the "disturbance estimator" and "APPs computer," respectively. Furthermore, at the end of the iterative process the switch S of Fig. 3 is changed over and the so obtained refined APP vector is employed for the symbol-detecting procedure described in Section III-E.
E. Detection of the Payload Stream and Refinement of the Crosstalk Estimate
After completing the above described turbo-processing procedure, the APPs present in the resulting vector (see Fig. 3 ) are combined as in (15) for obtaining the corresponding APPs of the payload symbol . Thus, these last APPs are lumped into the -variate vector in (14) and then the hard-decision on is taken according to (13 These last terms will be employed at the beginning of the next th cycle for computing the MMSE estimate and the corresponding error covariance of the ISI tail (see (20) and (21)).
The last task concerns updating of the -variate crosstalk vector to be used in the next th cycle for computing the MMSE prediction of the crosstalk sample [see (16)]. Toward this end, we observe that, due to performance improvement arising from the turbo-processing procedure of Section III-D, it is likelihood to expect that the MMSE estimate of the data-depending term present in the received sample in (3) is, in general, very reliable (that is, quasi-exact). Therefore, as in the conventional PDFEs [20] we may assume well met the approximation which, in turns, allows us to obtain a (quasi) exact evaluation of the crosstalk sample as [see (3)] (37) Hence, on the basis of (37), the recursive updating of the -variate crosstalk vector is directly accomplished via the final relationship 12 
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The overall structure for the proposed TD is sketched in Fig. 2 while Table I reports the complete ordered list of the updatings required for its implementation. At any cycle, the relationships (28)-(31) may be at most iterated times (see the pseudocode of Section III-D). (3) is very high and typically exceeds 30 dB (see Table II ). Therefore, accounting also for the expected performance improvement arising from turbo-processing, it is reasonable to consider the observation-depending MMSE estimate very reliable and then obtain directly via subtraction [see (37)]. Several information-theoretic considerations support, indeed, the actual optimality of this feedback-type mechanism for estimating disturbance in application scenarios with and in the last years such a kind of approach has been successfully applied to broadcast systems and DFE-based multiuser receivers.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS, PROCESSING DELAY AND COMPARISONS
Like conventional reduced-state MLSE equalizers ( [22] and references therein), the computational complexity (per transmitted -ary symbol) of the MAP section of the proposed TD grows exponentially with the length of the "truncated" channel impulse-response [see (24)- (31)] and linearly with the number of iterations actually carried out by the turbo-processor of Fig. 3 (see the "For" loop in the pseudocode of Section III-D). Therefore, since the complexities involved in the evaluation of the ISI tail via (20) and (28) and crosstalk prediction via (16) are of the order of and , respectively, we conclude that the average complexity (on a per-symbol basis) of the proposed TD of Fig. 2 is of the order of (39) where the average number of iterations per cycle ranges from 1 to (see Table III and related comments for additional details on this topic). Hence, since overall complexity (39) ranges form that of a (noniterative) prediction-noise zero forcing DFE for to that of a full-state MAP equalizer for , suitable settings of , and are expected to give rise to good trade off between performance versus complexity and the numerical results of Section V confirm, indeed, this conclusion. As anticipated in Note 7, the decision-delay of the proposed TD is equal to the memory length of the "shortened" channel impulse response . Therefore, assuming a signaling-period of 1.30 s and a maximum system latency of about 500 s [1, Section 2.4], we conclude that decision-delays less than 385 signaling periods are demanded for HDSL2 applications. The TDs simulated in Section V exhibit decision-delays very short and below five signaling periods; hence, they well meet latency constraints imposed by HDSL2 standards.
A. Comparisons With Competing Detectors
The main features of the proposed TD distinguishing it from previous ones [9] , [10] , [14] , [15] , [19] are, essentially, twofold. First, in designing turbo-processor of Fig. 3 we have resorted to the combined utilization of "MMSE principle" for (nonlinear) estimate of crosstalk plus ISI tail and "turbo-principle" for MAP-like equalization (see Fig. 3 ). Second, our detector exploits the observation-depending covariances (21), (34), and (36) as (soft) indexes of actual reliability of the MMSE estimates generated by the disturbance estimator of Fig. 3 . This means that in the proposed detector the usual (overoptimistic) assumption [20] , [22] of error-free decisions (i.e., ) at the input of the feedback section of the reduced-state equalizer is relaxed. As a consequence, carrying out the numerical tests of Section V we have experienced a negligible occurrence of those error-propagation phenomena typical of conventional feedback-aided MLSE-like equalizers ( [20] , [22] and references therein), even in application scenarios limited by mixed-NEXT crosstalk (see Section V-C).
Therefore, we may conclude that performance gain of our detector over conventional ones essentially arises from the combined effects of the reduced-state turbo-MAP equalizer of Section III for dealing with long ISI together with the disturbance estimator of (16) and (28) for mitigating impairments due to crosstalk plus ISI tail.
V. NUMERICAL TESTS AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS ON TYPICAL HDSL LOOPS FOR UNCODED TRASMISSION
The performance of the proposed TD has been evaluated via Monte Carlo simulations on some ANSI-standard HDSL-type test loops, namely the so called CSA4, CSA6. According to the loop configurations reported, for example, in [1, Figs. 8.4 and 8.5] , the transfer functions of these loops have been numerically computed by resorting to the so called "ABCD circuit theory" exposed in [1, Section 3] and, thus, using for the corresponding RLCG parameters the values suggested in [1, Section 3.5.6]. The resulting (peak-normalized) impulse responses are drawn in Fig. 4 and refer to a sampling interval of 1.30 s. The corresponding values obtained for SNERs and SFERs reported in Table II have been numerically computed according to (7) and (8) and confirm the NEXT-dominated nature of the considered HDSL applications [1] , [2] , [4] . About the adopted simulation setup, we have experienced that in these NEXT-dominated scenarios length for the crosstalk predictor (16) of about seven samples suffices for exploiting crosstalk correlation [see (17) ]. As the step-size in (28) and the doping factor in (28.1), in principle their optimal values should depend both on the considered loop and operating SNR; however, we have ascertained, by trials, that values for and of about 0.1 are, indeed, adequate for the tested loops over the full range of SNRs of practical interest.
Before proceeding, we note that the simulated conditions may be considered representative of DSL systems like Conexant's ZipWire [5] but they do not fully match, indeed, HDSL2 ANSI T1.418 standard which also demands for the utilization of PAMbased programmable TCMs [1, Section 2.4]. Some consideration about possible application of our turbo detector to TCM systems will be pointed out in Section VI.
A. Numerical Results for Data Transmissions at 1.54 Mb/s in the Presence of Self-NEXT
A first set of numerical results refers to 2B1Q modulated payload streams which employ 4PAM data constellations [1, Section 6.2.1]. Thus, for the considered signaling period 1.30 s the conveyed throughput is about 1.54 Mb/s. In Figs. 5 and 6, BER-versus-SNR curves for the proposed TD are reported for the CSA4 and CSA6 test-loops and compared with those of conventional MMSE-DFEs and THPs [1, Ch. 7] , [22] , [7] , [8] , [11] - [13] . As a benchmark, in Figs. 5 and 6, the performance of the ideal DFE (IDFE) with exact decisions feeding the feedback filter is reported.
An examination of the presented plots allows us to draw the following three main conclusions. First, low values for typically not exceeding three suffice to the proposed TD for achieving (very) reliable performance neither noticeable performance gains have been experienced for . Obviously, SNR is the SNR per information bit. due to the adaptive criterion used in (29) for stopping the iteration process, actual number of iterations carried out by the TD is a random variable whose average value affects the overall computational complexity of the receiver [see (39)]. In this regard, it is expected that decreases when the SNR per information bit increases. The numerical results reported in Table III for the CSA4 test loop confirm, indeed, this trend and show that is very close to the unity at SNRs over 25 dB. Second, Figs. 5 and 6 also point out that, although lengths of the overall impulse responses of the considered HDSL loops are (very) long and typically exceeds 100 signaling periods (see Fig. 4 ), values for the lengths of the corresponding "truncated" impulse responses as low as four suffice for guaranteeing reliable performance to the proposed turbo detector. This implies that, in principle, our simulated TDs introduce low decision delays, which is of the order of about s while the corresponding trellises are composed by states. Therefore, the computational effort requested by hardware implementation of our simulated TDs is well within capabilities of available digital signal processor (DSPs) [5] . Obviously, since the simulated THPs are built up by two finite impulse response (FIR) filters composed by 15 and 149 taps, their implementation complexity is less than that of our TD. How- Fig. 7 . As in Fig. 5 for the CSA4 test-loop and BPSK modulation. ever, Figs. 5 and 6 show that this reduced complexity is paid in term of noticeable performance loss. More in detail, from Fig. 5 we conclude that on the CSA4 loop are simulated TD with 3 outperforms corresponding THP of about 5 dB at 5 10 while the performance gap becomes unbounded at BER below 10 . In fact, THP and DFE performances result limited by NEXT crosstalk which causes BER floors above 10 . Even on the CSA 6 Loop our TD with 3 gains about 2 dB over THP at 10 (see Fig. 6 ). In addition, we also remark that THP requires channel-impulse-response (CIR) available both at the transmitter and receiver, while our TD demands for CIR available only at the receiver. Lastly, it should be noted that ultimate performance of our TD is limited only by the matched filter bound (MFB) (see the lowest plot in Fig. 6 ) and, in principle, at medium/high SNRs our TD may approach this limit when length of the "truncated" channel impulse response is increased. Therefore, from the outset we may conclude that the proposed tunable-complexity TDexhibits appealing complexity versus performance tradeoffs, specially for high-throughput applications on NEXT-limited loops with deep notches in band.
B. Numerical Results for Data Transmission at 768 kb/s Impaired by Self-NEXT
The second set of numerical results reported in Figs. 7 and 8 refers to BPSK modulated payload sequences which at the assumed signaling period 1.30 s convey a throughput of about 768 kb/s as in current first-generation HDSL (HDSL1) systems [1, Ch. 2], [2] , [5] . In this case, at BERs near 10 our TD with outperforms THP of about 1.8 dB and 1.4 dB on CSA4 and CSA6 loops, respectively. Furthermore, at 10 passing from to 3 improves performance of our TD of about 0.4 dB-0.5 dB.
